My Qabalah

**Binah**

Number 3  
Title Understanding  
Image A Matron  
Greek God Kronos  
Planet Saturn  
Colour Crimson  
Relationships Right side of face  
Chalice  
The Great Mother  
Creator of Faith

Binah is the first Female energy in the Tree of Life and the first negative energy of the Supernal Triangle. Emanating from Chokmah it is the first creative energy in our universe. It's power is that of the number 3, to give birth and to morn.

It is the Ying of the Taoists. It represents all the negative forces of the stars and the constant birth and death of the universe.

Binah is the head of the pillar of Severity and reaches out to Chokmah on the right and Geburah below it.

Binah is the first Female energy in the Supernal Triangle of Kether, Chokmah and Binah and completes the beginning of sexual difference, light and dark, positive and negative forces.

The arriving of Binah in the universe created the final difference of energy types and joined the positive with the negative. Binah takes it's energy from Chokmah and from that Male energy it begins to create it's children.
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